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ABSTRACT
The eighth Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge and workshop AVEC

2018 was held in conjunction with ACM Multimedia’18. This year,

the AVEC series addressed major novelties with three distinct sub-

challenges: bipolar disorder classification, cross-cultural dimen-

sional emotion recognition, and emotional label generation from

individual ratings. The Bipolar Disorder Sub-challenge was based

on a novel dataset of structured interviews of patients suffering

from bipolar disorder (BD corpus), the Cross-cultural Emotion Sub-

challenge relied on an extension of the SEWA dataset, which in-

cludes human-human interactions recorded ‘in-the-wild’ for the

German and the Hungarian cultures, and the Gold-standard Emo-

tion Sub-challenge was based on the RECOLA dataset, which was

previously used in the AVEC series for emotion recognition. In this

summary, we mainly describe participation and conditions of the

AVEC Challenge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This year’s Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge and workshop (AVEC

2018) has been organised in conjunction with the 26th ACM Inter-

national Conference on Multimedia, MM 2018, held in Seoul, Korea,

22 – 26 October 2018.

The AVEC 2018’s theme is ‘Bipolar Disorder and Cross-Cultural

Affect’ and it is the eighth competition event aimed at comparison of

multimedia processing andmachine learningmethods for automatic

audiovisual emotion and health analysis, with all of the participants

competing under strictly the same conditions in this first of its kind

series [4–6, 8–12]. However, further similar endeavours that have

been undertaken since AVEC started in 2011 are to be noted [3].

As before, the goal of the Challenge is to compare the relative

merits of the approaches for audiovisual recognition of emotion and

health under well-defined and strictly comparable conditions, and

establish to what extent fusion of the approaches is possible and

beneficial. The main underlying motivation is the need to advance

emotion recognition and health estimation, for multimedia retrieval

to a level where behaviours expressed during human-human, or

human-agent interactions, can be reliably sensed in real-life con-

ditions, as this is exactly the type of data that the new generation

of affect-oriented multimedia and human-machine/human-robot

communication interfaces have to face in the real world.

We called for participation in three Sub-challenges: (i) Bipolar

Disorder Sub-challenge (BDS): participants were required to classify

audiovisual recordings of structured interviews of patients suffer-

ing from bipolar disorder – recorded periodically from the day of

admittance to discharge – into remission, hypo-mania, or mania, as
defined by the Young Mania Rating Scale [13]; (ii) Cross-cultural

Emotion Sub-challenge (CES): participants were asked to predict

the level of three emotional dimensions (arousal, valence, and liking)
time-continuously from audiovisual recordings of dyadic interac-

tions captured ‘in-the-wild’, i. e. , recorded in various places such

as home or work place, and with arbitrary personal equipment, in

a cross-cultural setting with only labels of subjects with German

culture available to infer the labels of subjects with Hungarian cul-

ture; (iii) Gold-standard Emotion Sub-challenge (GES): participants

were required to generate a reliable gold-standard, i. e. , a single

time series preserving variance of emotion, from individual ratings

of emotional dimensions (arousal and valence), that was then eval-

uated by a baseline multimodal (audio, video, physiology) emotion

recognition system from recordings of dyadic interactions.
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As benchmarking database, a novel dataset of bipolar disorder

was used for the BDS, the BD corpus [2]. It includes audiovisual

recordings of structured interviews performed by 47 Turkish speak-

ing subjects aged 18-53. All those subjects suffered from bipolar

disorder and were recruited from a mental health service hospital

where they were diagnosed by clinicians following DSM-5’s inclu-

sion criteria [1]. For the CES, an extended version of the Sentiment

Analysis in the Wild (SEWA) database
1
, with new data collected

from 32 pairs of Hungarian participants aged 18-60
+
in the same

conditions as for the 32 others pairs of German participants with

same age range, was used as a blind test set for the first ever cross-

cultural (German → Hungarian) emotion recognition competition

task. For the GES, we used the RECOLA dataset [7], which contains

audiovisual and physiological recordings of dyadic interactions

from 27 French speaking subjects aged 18-25.

Besides participation in the Challenge we called for papers ad-

dressing the overall topics of this workshop.In the following sec-

tions, we describe the participation in this year and outline the

conditions for participation in particular in the competitive chal-

lenge event. We further acknowledge those that helped realise

AVEC 2018.

2 CHALLENGE CONDITIONS
As in previous years, we required to sign an end user license agree-

ment to access the data. After downloading the data, participants

could directly start their own experiments with the train and de-

velopment sets. In addition, standard feature sets were provided

for audiovisual data, along with scripts available in a public reposi-

tory
2
, which participants were free to use for reproducing both the

baseline features and recognition systems. Once they found their

best method they had to write a paper for the workshop. At the

same time, they could compute their results per instance of the test

set. Participants’ results needed to be sent as a single packed file per

Sub-challenge to the organisers by email and scores were returned

within 24 hours during typical working days. Each participant had

up to five submission attempts per Sub-challenge.

3 PARTICIPATION
The call for participation and papers attracted registrations of 57

teams from all over the world, with 41, 44, and 45 teams partici-

pating in the BDS, CES, and GES, respectively. 11 teams submitted

results for the BDS, 8 teams for the CES, and 4 teams for the GES.

Finally, 23 paper submissions were received, which were assigned

three reviewers, each, and reviewed independently. AVEC 2018 re-

viewing was double blind, and acceptance was based on relevance

to the workshop, novelty, technical quality, and performance on

the test partition. The program committee accepted 11 papers in

addition to the independently reviewed baseline paper as oral pre-

sentation. Again, we hope that these proceedings will serve as a

valuable reference for researchers and developers in the area of

audiovisual emotion recognition and health analysis in real-life

settings.

1
http://sewaproject.eu

2
https://github.com/AudioVisualEmotionChallenge/AVEC2018
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